COOKIES POLICY
I.

GENERAL CONSIDERATION
INSTITUTO EDUCACIONAL FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT ("Roosevelt School") respects and
complies with the Peruvian Law of Protection of Personal Data and its regulations (hereinafter,
the "Regulation of Personal Data"), and through this document informs personal data holders
about the Cookies Policy applicable to the website https://www.amersol.edu.pe/
For this purpose, visitors must know that cookies are small text files stored in the browsers,
that let Roosevelt School or third parties to track the previous usage of the website.

II.

CONSENT TO USE OF INFORMATION
In compliance with the Regulation of Personal Data, Roosevelt School will consider that
visitors of https://www.amersol.edu.pe/ have adequately provided their consent to the use
of cookies when they access to the website and select the checkbox or other similar options
buttons when they are asked for their consent and acceptance of this policy

III.

DATA BASE
The personal data that Roosevelt School collects through the cookies will be stored in the
data base called "Web Contacts" owned by Roosevelt School, domiciled at Las Palmeras Av.
325, La Molina, Lima; and according to the terms of this policy.

IV.

COOKIES OF THE WEBSITE
The website https://www.amersol.edu.pe/ uses first and third parties’ cookies, according to
the information contained in our Cookies Notice. The personal data holders must read
carefully our Cookies Notice before giving us its personal information.

V.

STATEMENTS
Roosevelt School has adopted the technical, organizational, and legal measures established
by the Regulation of Personal Data to protect the personal information received through its
cookies. We will maintain the confidentiality of the personal information and prevent access
by unauthorized third parties, even after the end of the website navigation experience.
If the personal information is transferred abroad, we will ensure that the recipient country
maintains adequate levels of protection. When this is not possible, we will guarantee that the
processing of the personal information complies with the Regulation of Personal Data.

VI.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONSENT
Consent to process the personal data provided through functional cookies in accordance with
the terms and conditions set in this Cookies Policy is mandatory to ensure the proper
functioning of the website.
The acceptance of non-functional cookies (preferences, statistical, social, targeting, and
commercial cookies, among others) is not mandatory and require visitor’s permission.
However, reject the permission would not allow to comply with the purposes detailed in our
Cookies Notice.
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IX.

RIGHTS OF THE HOLDER OF PERSONAL DATA
The holders of personal data may revoke, at any time and free of charge, this authorization
and exercise the rights recognized in the Regulation of Personal Data (right of access, right
of rectification, right of cancellation, and right of opposition, among others).
For these purposes, it is sufficient to do any of the following:
•
•
•

To submit a simple letter to Roosevelt School to the address indicated in the
introductory part of this Cookies Policy to the attention of Mr. Hernán Carrasco, with
the subject "My Personal Data";
To send an electronic communication to hcarrasc@amersol.edu.pe; or
To use any of the forms for the exercise of the right ARCO available at the gates of
entry to our establishment.
Similarly, at any time and free of charge, the holder of the personal data could use our
Cookies Notice or his Internet’s browser to set the navigation preferences.

X.

MODIFICATION OF THE COOKIES POLICY
Colegio Roosevelt may modify the terms and conditions of this Cookies Policy. Therefore, we
suggest that visitors read it carefully before accepting the process of his personal information.
Should the powers of treatment be increased in favor of our institution, the school will send
a communication to ask for a new authorization.
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